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Executive Summary

In-house counsel’s responsibilities cover a wide range of activities to support their business; litigation 
support is only one of them. Companies are well-versed in managing and preserving business documents 
and information, but email growth and importance has outpaced viable strategies and is largely responsible 
for the ballooning costs of eDiscovery – 90% of today’s eDiscovery is comprised of email.

In every corporate environment, previous email exists, email is being continuously generated, and email 
will remain a key element in business. The challenge is that only some of this is captured and managed; a 
lot is unintentionally stored and needs to be discovered. And finally, what can you put in-place which will 
improve the management of all email going forward? This is the yesterday, today, and tomorrow that we’ll 
examine.

Yesterday:

How Can I Better Manage The Early Stages Of Litigation? 

Litigation, by its nature, is enacted on the past: what was purportedly done, when was it done, by whom 
was it done, and to whom was it done. Email is your most accurate record to defend or refute such claims, 
but it is also a “stream-of-consciousness” type of information. Custodians’ mailboxes and archives all their 
emails – only a small portion are related to any case, and a smaller portion would be considered relevant.

Reasonable expectation or anticipation of litigation triggers the duty to preserve electronic evidence. 
Silvestri v. GMC, 271 F.3d 583, 591 (4th Cir. 2001); Buonauro v. City of Berwyn, No. 08-6687, 2011 WL 
3754820at *6 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 25, 2011); Pension Comm. of the Univ. of Montreal Pension Plan v. Banc of Am. 
Sec., LLC, 685 F. Supp. 2d 456, 466 (S.D.N.Y. 2010). Even if your strategy is to retain everything, you are still 
required to perform a specific action to preserve all potentially relevant information – including emails – as 
soon as there is a reasonable expectation of litigation. It is at this point you should also endeavor to scope 
the size and complexity of what you’ve preserved: how many custodians, how many emails, and what 
percent is potentially relevant. 

Why? The answer is simple but may not seem so in the face of litigation, but the amount and nature of 
these emails will have a direct bearing on how you manage this case going forward. Will you need outside 
counsel? Which firm will be best suited? Can you get comparative bids? Will you have to hire contract 
attorneys to review the large volume of potentially relevant data causing dramatically escalating costs?

An ECA tool can provide these metrics, as can many modern archiving or information management 
systems. The key for inside counsel is some kind of tool which logically sits where their information sits, 
typically behind their firewall (i.e., within the corporation). That way, the company can investigate the 
information being managed without having to produce it to a third party (such as outside counsel or a 
service provider). These tools are generally inexpensive and easy to operate, allowing counsel to perform 
a cursory inspection themselves.

Today:

What Can I Do to Proactively Manage What’s Being Created Today Which We’re Not Managing?

This sounds like a rhetorical question, but the reality of email is that locally-stored copies of emails are 
regularly produced by users and programs. In nearly all of these cases, there’s no visibility to those locally-
stored files – known as “container files” such as PSTs – until you actively begin preserving and examining 
emails. A single user can create numbers of such container files, so the problem quickly escalates.

Container files have a number of serious impacts. In the first case, they are just what they sound like: a 
single “file” often contains hundreds or thousands of individual emails. In the second case, they may be 
copies of emails that also exist in active, “live” mailboxes, and they may also have been saved or archived, 
so the information could be largely redundant. The third case is the worst – these copies are the only 
existing ones of important and relevant emails. The bitter truth is that these locally-stored files must be 
preserved and examined – what you thought was several thousand responsive emails can quickly become 
several million responsive emails. 
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Once preservation for a given matter occurs, there is no getting around preserving and examining every 
one of these email containers, but you can proactively find and manage these containers so the situation 
doesn’t continue to be a problem in the future.

Microsoft offers a free tool that will ingest PST email container files, but it doesn’t discover them or 
look inside them to understand their contents. A more reasonable solution comes from some archiving 
software companies: they are well-versed in working with container files, and some have built special 
tools that will quickly gather a complete inventory of PST files along with important metrics about what 
they contain. You can proactively delete files or emails which fall beyond your preservation policies, or 
documents within those files. These tools also allow you to move those PST files to managed storage 
without impacting the user.

The added benefit here is that your enterprise’s storage requirements are likely to be reduced simply by 
managing these container files – so your IT organization will be highly supportive of using a tool to actively 
manage container files or PSTs.

Tomorrow:

What Can I Do to Make Future Litigation More Manageable and How Can I Reduce Risk?

The best thing a company can do to proactively manage information is create and apply policies that 
archive and ultimately dispose of aging, non-critical emails without placing additional expectations on 
the user. If you install a regularly followed document retention and destruction program you can avoid 
sanctions if you delete information before you were aware of potential litigation. By using one of these 
systems, you can also create a defensible retention procedure.

The Viramontes case concerns the creation of a defensible retention procedure, Viramontes v. U.S. Bancorp 
(N.D. Ill. Jan. 27, 2011).

In Viramontes, the defendant bank had put a policy in place which required retention of email for 90 days. 
The emails were deleted per policy following the 90 days. The bank had a way to immediately suspend the 
deletion of potentially relevant data once litigation was reasonably foreseeable. This policy help the bank 
defeat a motion for sanctions as well with the bank’s ability to modify aspects of its email retention policy.

The bank was protected from sanctions under Rule 37(e) because the bank followed its procedure in good 
faith and stopped its destruction policies going forward.

When evaluating solutions that eliminate PST files in the future, many companies find numerous 
drawbacks and limitations in those solutions – such that eliminating all PSTs is more of a challenge than 
simply managing them, and may be more costly as well.

You can look to some of the more modern archiving or information management systems to accomplish 
two things: the first is manage any customer-created container files, and the second is provide granular 
policy and retention management. Numerous policies can be designed and automatically applied that will 
archive and ultimately dispose of individual emails that are no longer necessary for business or compliance. 
The ideal systems are designed to be very non-intrusive: end users do nothing, and in fact perceive that 
their mailbox storage limits have been removed. These systems move the user seamlessly between “live” 
and archived data so there are no special efforts required to search for and retrieve archived information. 

These solutions are designed to be part of, as opposed to a change to, the standard way users interact with 
business information. Because they enforce a logical program of retention and destruction, companies can 
avoid spoliation sanctions during legal matters by simply suspending destruction policies for potentially 
relevant data. These solutions speed the set-up and suspension of policies, incorporate security measures 
so willful destruction doesn’t take place, and provide an audit of all retention, suspension, and destruction 
activities.
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Conclusion

The earlier companies can deploy solutions or tools in the EDRM workflow, the better than can manage 
eDiscovery costs and overall business risk. Tools that collect and inspect what’s already been stored – the 
yesterday for business – help in-house counsel make better and more cost-effective decisions as to case 
management earlier in the process. 

Tools that identify and manage challenging container files loaded with stored but undocumented emails 
can eliminate large bulks of potentially discoverable emails and free-up enterprise storage without 
impacting day-to-day activities – the today for virtually any business using Microsoft Exchange and 
Outlook. 

And finally, information management and archiving solutions can seamlessly apply ongoing policies to 
users’ email stores that will archive and in many cases ultimately dispose of aging emails in a defensible 
manner, greatly reducing the pool of potentially-discoverable information – the tomorrow for most 
businesses.
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